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Steam boilers designed to operate on logs have many 
problems in low efficiency and lots on man force to 
work. Log as fuel is very complicated to dry in a a 
reasonable short time and if diameter is larger it needs 
many months to get dry all through to less 20%. 
Making steam by burning water is a costly idea. New 
and better boilers are a good solution but a large 
investment for the factory. Here we show a way to 
convert old log fuel boilers to operate on wood chips in 
a not very complicated way.
To get best performance the chips shall be dry and this 
is explained in an other paper. Chips can be made from dry logs in a chipper or preferable log is direct chipped and 
then chips are dried. This is far better but an other process in an other paper we prepare.
Chip burners today can be a bit like a oil burner. This makes it possible to install them direct on door of boiler in a 
simple way. In principle the boiler needs almost no modifications and the old door can just be removed or open. This 
makes modification vey simple. They are available in sizes from 1 MW output to 6 MW output.
If the new burner is rail installed it can be slided away a few meter and boiler can be used with logs as earlier. This 
adds security and is a back up solution if something happens.

Photos here show 2 models with different output. We know in Tea industry boilers differs from 3 Ton Steam / hour to 6 
ton / hour per boiler and one factory can have 2-5 boilers in operation. All models have a smaller chip magazine where 
a band conveyor  or screw feeder fill with chips from a larger magazine a bit way or by a truck or tractor.
Slag and ash is coming out on a screw feeder and is easy to collect.
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Dimensions and principle 
how to connect a chip 
burner to an old boiler.
The small hole on side is 
an inspection window to 
show flame and 
combustion inside the 
burner. 

All systems can operate 
on wood chips or pellets 
preferable with less 20% 
water content. If higher we strongly 
recumbent to add an extra drier drum 
to get away water.

The simple installation makes this 
easy to connect to almost any old 
boiler in a simple way.

We can deliver the components 
needed for a complete system ready 
to install at any industry.
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